Gundog Agility
UKA League
Gundog Agility League Rules
The League year runs from 1st October 2016 to 30th September 2017.
The league is open to pure gundogs not gundog crosses such as Sprockers,
Sprollies. Dogs do not have to have a pedigree as evidence this will be taken on
trust.
Gundogs do not have to be working gundogs just a known Gundog breed
UKA progression points in both programs will count towards League results.
To enter, the UKA dog number must be provide together with the current competing
height and breed of Gundog
The League tables are separated into height leagues, dogs must be measured into
their correct UKA height (except those running at Maxi) prior to entry into the
League. Any points gained after a height change will not count for that dog in their
previous height.
Dogs must stay within their measured height
Points will be collected from & accumulated by the dog into their height league for
example:- Micro & Toy dogs from Beginners, Novice, Senior & Champ compete for
the Toy League award
Points will be awarded for all runs even if not placed but not from NFC or
Eliminations
Ongoing cumulative results will be published approximately every quarter.
Final results will be published in October and individual category winners will be
announced and prizes presented at the UKA Grand Finals.
Full details on other Gundog Agility activities please view web site
www.gundog-agility.co.uk
The League will run across UKA 5 heights but any Micro
dogs will combine into the Toy league
Height
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Toy
Toy
Midi
Midi
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UKA League
FAQ’s
Q: What if I only do agility and jumping and I don’t do games or steeplechase?
A: You are still eligible for the League which rewards and recognises consistency
across all and any progression classes. However, more points can be gained if you
enter the additional classes.
Q: I started the League in Beginner’s but have since progressed to Senior – will my
results in the higher levels be counted towards my League score?
A: Yes. You will continue to accumulate points towards the League regardless of
progression. As it is the dog’s height that determines the league entered.
Q: I compete in both Standard and Maxi classes. Will my points from both heights
count?
A: No. You must choose your height when you enter the league and only points from
the height registered on your entry form will be included in your total.
Q: What happens if my dog was measured into one height but during the year its 2
year old measure changes his height category?
A: Your height is entered into the system at the start of the year and cannot be
changed in that same year. All points gained prior to height change will remain valid
and you can re-enter the League the following year in your new height category.
Q: Where will I be able to view how I am doing throughout the year?
A: There will be a link to the Gundog Agility UKA League Results on the UKA
website which will be updated each month with cumulative results.
Q: What if I win but cannot make the Grand Final for presentation?
A: We are very keen to present all prizes in person in the true spirit of the
competition and to recognise and celebrate your achievement but we understand
that exceptional circumstances sometimes mean that this is not possible. You would
still receive your award in such circumstances.
We will be presenting awards each day to accommodate the people that are only
attending one day.
Q: Do I have to be a member of Gundog Agility to enter the UKA Gundog Agility
League.
A: No but you may also like to join Gundog Agility for other activities visit their
League site www.gundog-agility.co.uk
Q: Can anyone handler my dog and will my points still be collected if my dog is run
by someone else.
A: Yes points will still be collected as it is the dog that we collect the points from
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Entry Form

Handler
UKA #

Handler Name

Dog Pet
Name

Dog
UKA#

Gundog
Breed

Height

NB: The height must be the height you select for the dog to compete in the League and the dog must
be eligible to run at that height under standard UKA rules.

Signed:

Date:

Send completed forms to UKA Gundog Agility League, Corbiere, Longdon Hill, Wickhamford,
Evesham, Worcestershire, WR11 7RP

